Most applications consider network latency as an important metric for their operation. Latency plays a particular role in time-sensitive applications, such as, data transfers or interactive sessions. Smart packets in cognitive packet networks, can learn to find low-latency paths by explicitly expressing delay in their routing goal functions. However, to maintain the quality of paths, packets need to continuously monitor the round-trip delay that paths produce, to allow the algorithm learn any change. The acquisition of network status requires space in packets and lengthens their transmission time. This paper proposes an alternative composite goal consisting of path length and buffer occupancy of nodes that requires less storage space in packets, while offering a similar performance to a delay based goal. Measurements in a network testbed and simulation studies illustrate the problem and solution addressed in this study.
Introduction
Quality-of-Service (QoS) routing has become an important solution for Internet service providers and corporate networks to intelligently deal with the growing amounts of traffic and concurrent diversity of applications. While different applications expect different characteristics from the network, most applications demand at least low latency. Low latency is of particular importance in time-sensitive applications, such as mission critical services or interactive sessions.
The latency of an end-to-end communication is the product of a number of factors. These factors include the processing speed of nodes in the path, as well as the propagation delay, which becomes significant in networks of long links. However, in the majority of cases, the dominant factors in network latency are the waiting time of packets in nodes' buffers and the store-and-forward transmission delays.
An effective way to achieve low latency in a communication is by dynamically identifying and using the paths in the network that produce the lowest latency as an alternative to using pre-defined paths as intra-AS Internet protocols do 1, 2 . Routing algorithms based on the link state or distance vector algorithms are in general not suitable to find delay sensitive paths because of the relative slow process of information exchange among neighbors.
Most algorithms determine path selection in the path length, which uses hop-count (number of nodes in a path) as metric. Shortest paths are usually desirable because they tend to minimize the use of resources, such as the number of transmissions or buffer occupancies. However, shortest paths may produce an undesirable distribution of traffic that may lead to higher buffer occupancies and therefore to higher delays.
It is worthy of note that in some cases QoS routing algorithms are required to satisfy more than one constraint. The problem of path selection with multiple constraints is a problem extensively studied as a general unicast routing problem in the literature. A few examples follow. Wang and Crowcroft proposed a bandwidth-delay constrained solution based on Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm 3 . The bandwidth and delay constrained path selection under imprecise knowledge of network states was undertaken by Guerin and Orda 4 , who suggested the use of probability distribution functions to statistically determine the capacity for new connections. Awebuch et al. proposed an algorithm to try to maximize the long-term average throughput of the network by associating an exponential cost of the bandwidth utilization 5 . Salama et al. proposed a distributed heuristic algorithm for a delay constrained and cost constrained problem 6 . Chen and Ansari 7 showed that linear cost functions of additive metric can produce low computation complexity in their algorithm that is based on an extended Bellman-Ford. The effectiveness of these algorithms largely depends on the accuracy of the network state information that is available to them, which usually involves moving large amounts of information traffic and therefore limiting their application. The advantage of cognitive packet networks (CPN) over other routing algorithms is in that network state collection is focused on active paths and that the algorithm is able to make decisions with limited information 8 . As the algorithm learns more information, decisions are refined and routes become better in their QoS sense. CPN uses smart packets as control packets that are sent out by source nodes to discover routes on demand. Discovered routes are exploited by streams of dumb packets, which transport user data and use source routing to reach their destinations. Packet flows create a collaborative feedback system via acknowledgement packets. These acknowledgments disseminate network status to the nodes on the routes the packets use. For this, packets include a storage area (cognitive map) in addition to a header and payload area, to collect and disseminate network knowledge. Knowledge is accumulated via reinforcement learning in random neural networks located in the nodes of the network and is utilized by future smart packets to make better routing decisions. CPN can identify low-latency paths by explicitly expressing delay as a goal for smart packets in the reinforcement-learning algorithm. However, the use of delay implies a collection of timestamps along packets' paths, which add overhead to the packets that may become significant in long routes.
This paper proposes an alternative mechanism for CPN to achieve traffic balancing and to identify low-delay paths in a network. The proposal introduces a routing metric for smart packets, which combines path length and buffer occupancy information to replace the explicit expression of delay in the routing goal of smart packets. As a result, a significant amount of overhead can be removed from packets while achieving similar results.
QoS Goal Functions
We refer the reader to the literature for further details on the CPN algorithm 8 . This section focuses on defining new goal functions (the inverse of the reward function) for smart packets in the reinforcement learning of CPN.
Assuming that packets of a given flow move along path P = (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n h , . . . , n d ), where n h represents the h-th node on the path and (n h , n h+1 ) represents the link between nodes n h and n h+1 . The goal computed at node n h is:
where C(n j ) represents the measured cost of a metric of interest when the packet visits node n j and may be a metric of the node itself or of the link used to reach the node. η is a constant that can be used to balance the resulting function. For example, delay can be minimized by simply making the goal equal to this metric:
where D(n j , n j+1 ) is the latency in moving a packet from node n j to n j+1 . CPN uses round-trip delay as a metric (instead of forward delay) to avoid synchronize nodes' clocks. Round-trip delay is calculated from the arrival time difference of packets and their corresponding acknowledgments.
Shortest paths in hop count terms can be achieved by defining:
This paper proposes a way to achieve traffic load balancing by composing hop count and buffer occupancy:
where Q(n j ) is the buffer occupancy of node n j . Through load balancing, we attempt to indirectly make smart packets discover low delay paths. The benefit is in the significant savings that can be achieved in packet overhead after replacing equation (2) with (4).
Testbed Measurements
A performance comparison of smart packets either using delay or path length as goals was conducted in a network testbed of 26 nodes. Testbed nodes are PC computers equipped with 4 Ethernet network ports and configured to transmit at a nominal rate of 10 Mbps. The topology consisted of 6 rings of 4 nodes connected in a grid fashion with two additional nodes connected to the ends of the resulting cylinder, which acted as source and destination for the experiments. An implementation of CPN runs in a Linux 2.4.x kernel space as a network layer protocol.
The experiments consisted in observing the round-trip delay and path length of packets in a single traffic stream. A constant bit rate traffic (UDP) was established between these two nodes with packets of size 1024 bytes, which were sent either at a rate of 200 pps or 500 pps. After an initial route was established, one smart packet was sent every 4 dumb packets on average, of which 5% employed random search instead of RNN/RL driven search. Fig. 3 depicts the path length as measured by consecutive dumb packets within the first 2 minutes of the experiments with a sending rate of 200 pps and 500 pps respectively. The curves compare the ensemble average of at least 20 samples along with the 95% interval of routing cases when path length (hop count) or delay was the routing goal of smart packets. Both curves approximately tend to the value of 8.3.
The ideal shortest path length between source and destination was 8. The observed variation from the ideal value is because of the 5% smart packets that randomly decided their next hop. Randomness is a mechanism in CPN that avoids trapping the algorithm in local minima. For reference purposes, the average path length when using pure random decisions was measured as 14 hops, which gives: 8 * 0.95 + 14 * 0.05 = 8.3 hops-the value learnt by smart packets in the experiments. Routing based on delay offers the advantage of load balancing while maintaining the path length close to the shortest path. The case is visible under heavier traffic load as shown in Fig. 3 . However, routing based on delay requires significant higher overhead than routing based on path length as packets carry extra fields to collect timestamp information at each hop, which implies longer transmission times. In fact, when no other flows are present in the network, routing based on delay performs worse than routing based on hop count because of this extra overhead as reported in Fig. 3 , which shows the corresponding average round-trip delay of the packets for the experiments. These results confirm the ability of the algorithm to minimize a target cost function and shows the problem that this paper is addressing. In the next section, a simulation based study reports on the solution that we propose.
Wireless Ad Hoc Simulations
A simulation study was conducted in Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) to test the algorithm in a wireless setting.
The algorithm differs in a few details to the one used in the experimental testbed study. Simulations were based on AHCPN 9 and not CPN, so a proportion of smart packets (5%) employed broadcast (flooding) to move in the network. The topology consisted of 7 × 7 equally-spaced stationary nodes producing a grid setting where only horizontal or vertical communications were possible. The smart to dumb packet ratio was fixed to 0.20 for all experiments and nodes' buffers prioritized smart packets and their acknowledgments. Ad hoc CPN (AHCPN) is a mobile ad hoc network protocol 10 . As opposed to other protocols in the area 11, 12, 13, 14 , the AHCPN protocol restricts the use of flooding (broadcast) and replaces most of the routing decisions with decisions driven by the RNN/RL algorithm. The rate of broadcasts is controlled by a fixed parameter, which was defined as indicated before. Four CBR traffic streams of 500 byte-length packets were established from each corner of the grid and destined to the opposite diagonal corner. Experiments were repeated to consider three different types of goals: round-trip delay, hop count or a composition of hop count and buffer occupancy. The capacity of each node's buffer was defined as 50 packets.
The average results for the four flows in round trip delay of both smart packet and dumb packets are reported in Fig. 3 . The average delay experienced by smart packets and their acknowledgments is much smaller than the corresponding delay of dumb packets because of the priority queuing for these packets (i.e. a high priority packet moves to the head of the queue regardless of the number of packets waiting). The delay observed in packets, either smart or dumb, is better when delay was an explicit metric in the goal of smart packets than when using hop count.
The exposed terminal problem present in the network, may starve nodes located in the vicinity of congested areas. These nodes will report empty buffers even if their channels are congested because of others' transmissions. However, smart packets were able to make the right decisions and the observed performance of the combined metric of hop count and buffer occupancy was almost indistinguishable from that of explicit round-trip delay. An explanation for this effect is in the feedback flow that acknowledgements create. If a smart packet selects a path containing starved nodes, future dumb packets will start congesting the buffers of the path. The information about congested areas will eventually become available to future smart packets, which will have the necessary information to avoid these areas. Fig. 5 shows the packet loss ratio for smart and dumb packets. Fig.  6 shows the loss ratio for their respective acknowledgments for the experiment. The loss experienced by smart packets and their acknowledgments is approximately constant because of their higher priority in the nodes' queues. Hop count as the unique metric performed the worst of the three cases. The other two cases offered a very similar packet loss ratio.
Conclusions
This paper has proposed the use of alternative metrics for CPN routing, expressed as a combined goal formula for smart packets that effectively produce a balancing of network traffic and low-delay paths for end-to-end streams of dumb packets. A routing goal that combines path length and buffer occupancy in nodes offers the advantage of producing approximately the same performance as that of using delay but with a smaller packet overhead. In some cases, as demonstrated by measurements done in a network testbed, delay based routing may produce higher latency than path length- based route as the extra overhead in packets impose a longer transmission time. Simulations have shown that smart packets that consider individual nodes' congestion can discover paths with similar performance dynamics to considering delay, but with a significant saving in packet length and transmission time. 
